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Terracing for Erosion Control 
MARION CLARK AND J C. WOOLEY 
The terrace proving best suited to agriculture in Missouri consists 
of a combination of a ridge of soil and a channel built sufficiently 
wide, on moderate slopes, to be crossed easily with farm implements. 
It is constructed by placing earth above the ground line in a ridge 
at right angles "to the land slope, with most of the earth taken from 
a broad channel cut on the uphill edge of the ridge. Terraces are 
spaced on the slope so as to prevent excessive soil movement between 
them where a good supply of organic matter is kept in the soil. It 
must be built with sufficient height to prevent runoff water over-
topping it, and given just enough grade in the channel to allow ex-
cess runoff water to flow from the field at a non-scouring velocity. 
TYPES OF EROSION 
Erosion may be divided into two types, sheet and gully erosion. 
Gully erosion is easily seen since it divides the fields and causes trou-
ble in cultivating, but it is not the most serious form of erosion. 
Sheet erosion takes the topsoil so evenly that it may not be noticed 
until most of the top soil is gone. The greatest cost to farmers comes 
from sheet erosion because it takes a layer of the best soil from the 
whole field. Severe sheet erosion on cultivated fields leads to gully 
formation, although gullies may be found in good pasture land with-
out the accompanying sheet erosion. Terraces may be used as a 
permanent control for hillside gullies but they are used chiefly to as-
sist in the control of sheet erosion. 
FORCE TO BE CONTROLLED 
If one considers that an acre-inch of water weighs more than 113 
tons, he will not doubt the power of runoff water and may visualize 
what is required to stop a load of this magnitude after it gets well 
under way. When runoff water from one small area is allowed to 
run straight down the slope, it joins with the runoff from other areas 
and soon attains great volume as well as high velocity. The ability 
of flowing water to move objects varies as the sixth power of its ve-
locity, and tons upon tons of topsoil may be rolled or suspended and 
carried from a cultivated field, leaving eventually only a small 
amount of either soil or moisture on the field for plant growth. By 
terracing, the field slope is divided into several small watersheds. 
The short slopes thus formed, plus the use of a cropping plan, soil 
I\ ll ssou lU ACR I CU I.TU RAI. E X l'ElU l\ lE NT S T ATIUN 
rrl·"tll1e nt , a nd c ulrural pract ices fitt ed to that '1el<l, w ill a ll ow onl y 
;1 lll inillllUll of r unof-f wate r to atta in a sco uring \'('Ioc iry (e it her he-
twee n terra ces or in the terra ce chann els). By contro lli ng the ve-
Ill cir)' pra cri ca ll y :1 11 of th e S() i1 is k ept o n the fle ld and Illore ru noff 
w ater is ahsor hed as it Illo ves s low ly frolll till' fi e ld , 
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TYPES OF TERRACES 
Bench Terrace.- T he ben ch t ' rr ;l(e nl ;l)' be di v icitd into twO 
forms. On c fo rm is fo und on ex rrc lll c l.\' s te c p s lopL's an d co ns isrs of 
a seri es o f vc rr ir; t\ rock wa ll s pi:t cl'(1 at ri gh t a ng les ro rill' 1,IIlei s lope, 
So il is p lncecl hehind cach \\'a ll ;Ind the top le ve led , sO lll e t im es w ith 
;1 ~ Illall herm ne xt to rh e ",;tli to ho ld th e wa rer, o r th e so il is g ivcn 
a s li ght g r;ld e to the h ;lsl' of th e nl'x r h ig hn 11':1 11 . This t y pe of t e r-
race ha s been us'd in th e o ld e r countri es, w here it ha s hecolll e neces-
sa ry to sa\'e a nd lIrili ze a ll of th e ]1rodu cri ve soil a nd where t ill ahle 
1,IIld is scar ce . 
Anot her form o f ben ch te rra ce is the sodd ed bench t errace used 
in lawils fo r d eco rat ive ]1urposes. 
Nichols and Narrow Base Ridge Type Terrace.- The N ichol s 
or c h:ln llci type t errace is ll sed quit e ex t ens ive ly o n ag ri c ul t ur a l I:lncl 
in the southern ,H e:l S of t he U ni ted Sta res fo r th e conse rva ti o n of 
so il and moisrure. C h :l nne ls a re cu t in th e so il to ca rry t he excess 
runoff water inst :ld o f carry ing it beh ind a sm a ll dy ke or rid ge of 
ea rth . A lso ex te nsive ly used in the So ut h for t he sa me ]1urposes, is 
the na rrow-rid ge type t e rrace. 
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Mangum Terrace.-The Mangum broad-base, ridge type terrace is 
used quite extensively on agricultural land in the west central area 
of the United States to conserve soil and moisture. It is also used 
for land reclamation and hillside gully control. Although practically 
every terrace used for agricultural purposes in this area is referred 
to as the Mangum terrace, there is a very great difference in size, 
shape, method of construction, spacing, grade, benefits derived and 
satisfaction resulting from the use of the different forms of this same 
type of terrace. 
Type of Terrace Best Suited to Missouri.-The type of terrace 
which has given best results in Missouri is neither strictly a ridge 
nor a channel type terrace, but is a combination of the two. It con-
sists of a ridge built above the original ground level and a channel, 
on the up-hill side of the ridge, cut below the original ground level. 
It may be considered one form of the regular Mangum terrace. From 
one-third to one-half the effective height is secured by use of the 
channel and the remainder is obtained by the construction of the 
broad, oval ridge on the down hill edge of the channel. Such a ridge 
prevents the formation of a deep, narrow ditch around the field . This 
combination forms a terrace which is easily cultivated and is durable. 
It also avoids the removal of an excessive amount of topsoil in order 
to get material for the construction of the ridge. 
THE NEED FOR TERRACES 
If man had not damaged or destroyed the virgin sad and timber 
covering of sloping land, soil losses would have been kept at a min-
imum and terraces would not be needed. However, in order to build 
and maintain a civilization such as ours, much of our upland is cul-
tivated ~o raise a variety of crops, and a great deal of our pasture 
land is grazed to or beyond capacity. In raising the different grain 
crops, the protective sod is destroyed and the land left open to the 
destructive forces of uncontrolled water and wind for varying periods 
of time. Great quantities of plant nutrients are removed from the 
soil each year through crops, yet some of the best soils authorities 
estimate that on the larger portion of rolling cultivated land in the 
United States, from twenty to thirty times as much plant nutrients, 
are lost by erosion as are taken from the soil by plants. It is safe 
to say that in Missouri without control on long and rather steep 
slopes, fifteen to twenty crops of corn could be grown with the plant 
nutrients now being washed away while growing only one unpro-
tected crop. 
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The Present Status of Soil Loss in Missouri.-According to the 
Missouri Experiment Station Bulletin 349, published in 1935, ap-
proximately 72 per cent of the state of Missouri has lost one-fourth 
to three-fourths (an average of one-half) of its topsoil, and approxi-
mately 2,000,000 acres have lost from three-fourths to all of their 
topsoil. The latter area, approximately one-twentieth of the state, 
represents land for the most part abandoned, land which pays no 
taxes and provides a living for no one. Only a small number of Mis-
souri farms have been cultivated as long as one hundred years; most 
of them have been actively farmed no more than seventy or eighty 
years. In other words, we have lost in the lifetime of two genera-
tions approximately half of our topsoil, which took thousands of 
years for nature to form. 
An Understanding of the Function of Terraces is Necessary for 
Their Proper Us e.-Failure to understand clearly the benefits of 
terraces, both immediate and future, has been responsible for many 
half-hearted attempts at terracing, with consequent disappointing 
results and costly failures. One must have some definite ideas of the 
benefits to be derived before he will be willing to spend the money 
or the time and labor to dq the job right. This is one of the most 
important problems and it is before us constantly. At the same time, 
the individual must be aware of the limitations of terraces. 
Terrace Limitations.-Without a good rotation of crops, includ-
ing the proper soil treatments, organic matter and plant nutrients 
will become deficient in the soil, and in addition to suffering reduced 
crop yields, there will be excessive soil movement between the ter-
races. This soil movement causes the terrace channels to fill, thus mak-
ing it necessary to clean them frequently. The channels are cleaned 
by moving the earth from the channel to the terrace ridge, where 
it will ~ash to the next terrace channel, arriving there only to be put 
on its way down the slope again by being .cleaned from the channel 
as before. Sections in the South have suffered from such a practice. 
Under this procedure a terraced area may become abandoned to 
agriculture, perhaps not quite so rapidly, but as surely as without the 
terraces. 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
A study of summarized experimental data will be helpful in deter-
mining the value and proper place of terraces in a farming program. 
Such data were gathered in research work by the Missouri Agricul-
tural Experiment Station and the U. S. Department of Agriculture 
cooperating. All of the soil and runoff water from small areas was 
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actually caught, measured, and analyzed. On larger areas only a cer-
tain known portion of the runoff was measured and analyzed to cal-
culate total losses. Brief summaries of important findings are given 
here. 
Figure 3 shows clearly the great effect that roots and organic mat-
. ter have on reducing the soil loss even on a much shorter than aver-
BETHANY, MO. EXPERIMENT STATION' 
CONTROL PLOTS 72.6 FEET LONG) 8 % SLOPE 
TERRACES HAVE AVERAGE HORIZONTAL SPACING OF 54 FEET ON 
AVERAGE SLOPE OF II ". 
AVERAGE ANNUAL EROSION. TONS PER ACRE 
0 .. ·.. '.OII.2.0Ili3~0~i4~0 .... 50 .. IiOO .... 70 .... 60 .... iI .. If-t.~ surface soli fallow _ 9.5 
corn continous .1 •••••• J6~7~.2~ ...... 
I 
corn in rotation .1 ••••• 26.3 : 
I 1 1 
average r:i rotatIOn ...... (corn-Wheat-c1ove!'-r---!"" 12.9 : 
I I ~\€r(lge ri terra~ I 
relation 1.02 I [corn-oats -clo\€rl I 
14.9 
36.0 
77.5 
985 
I I blue grass sod I I 
well established . .33, .3300 
Fig. 3.-Grapll showing comparative losses of soil under different cropping 
systems, with and without terraces. Based on a four· year summary of soil 
losses by crops, and a three· year summnry of soil losses by crop rotation 
plus terraces. It should be borne in mind that all of the slopes except those 
on the terraced field are much shorter than normal field slopes, and that the 
soil losses here reported, therefore, ilre "ery conservative. 
age field slope, and only about one-third greater in length than the 
recommended terrace spacing for the same slope. Note how the aver-
age soil from the three small terraced areas was cut to approxi-
mately one-thirteenth of the average loss of the rotation without ter-
races. Notice also that soil from a heavy stand of bluegrass sod 
well cared for is so small that more than 3000 years would be re-
quired to remove the top 7 inches of soil. 
Figure 4 shows that a small natural field with a rotation of corn, 
oats, clover and timothy will lose its 7 inches of topsoil in the short pe-
riod of 45 years. A second field, tilled on the contour, with ditches con-
trolled by check dams and sad, and with fertilizer added, will lose its 
surface 7 inches of soil in 70 years. The third field, which is treated 
like the second, but has been terraced in addition to the other treat-
ments will require 485 years to lose the top 7 inches. 
It may be noted that the amount of soil lost from the terraced area, 
field D-2, shown in Fig. 4, is somewhat greater than that lost from 
the terraced area shown in Fig. 3. This is due to the fact that there 
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was much soil lost from the terrace outlet on field D-2 before the sod 
in it became established. This loss might have been avoided had 
the outlet been established before the terraces were built. 
BETHAN~ MO. EXPERIMENT STATION 
AVERAGE 
FIELD D-3 
o 
ANNUAL SOIL LOSS TONS / AC~ 
5 10 15 20 
rotation only 
corn-oars-dover & limothy 
_22 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
FIELD D-I _14.3_1 
rotation with soil treat- . 
ment, contourin$l and 
S!rassed warerw~vs 
tlats-wheat-dover" hmotty 
FI~~~lon ~itK soli treat-
men, .contourinS! and 
terracing with grassed 
outlet~ . 
oafs-Wheat-clover &- hmofhy 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 2.061 I 
I I 
I I 
I I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
~cres in ield 
4.4 
7 5 
8.0 
% slope ~~ars required 
to erode top 
7"of soil 
6 7 45 
6.5 70 
7.0 485 
Fig. 4.-Graph showing comparative values of crop rotation, contouring with 
gras~ed waterways, and terracing on small watersheds. Note that a rotation, 
soil treatment, contour tillage, and terracing all combined fall short of a perfect job of controlling erosion. 
It is evident therefore, that by combining terraces with a program 
of proper land use, good crop rotations, and soil management, includ-
ing the application of reasonable amounts of manure and fertilizer, 
the level of soil fertility can be maintained or even increased. The 
result is an increased farm income for the present as well as for 
the future. We can look forward to a stabilized agriculture built on 
such a plan-stabilized (as far as natural resources and productivity 
is concerned) at a level which can allow the maintenance of a high 
standard of living for the American farmer. 
Terraces Protect Land and Crops During Critical Periods.-Rec-
ords from the Bethany Soil Erosion Station show that 89 to 98% of 
the total erosion taking place in a year on a field is caused by only a 
few of the higher intensity rains, often only one or two, and generally 
speaking, less than 10% of them. One experiment taken from the 
annual report of the Bethany Station brings this point out clearly 
and shows why terraces are needed on the cultivated fields used in 
the rotation even though it may be the wheat or oats year. 
Here a corn crop, normally thought of as very inducive to soil 
erosion, has lost less soil in the six-month period than wheat, a crop 
thought to be rather conservative of soil. In addition to this, the 
wheat field was protected with grass waterways and check dams, and 
was cultivated on the contour. The reason is that a hard rain caught 
the wheat in a critical period; ~hat is, before it reached a growth 
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sufficient to protect the soil. All grain crops and even grass seedings 
have critical periods at a time when torrential rains can be expected. 
This is a practical problem that the farmer must meet to get really 
effective conservation. 
BETHANY, MO. EXPERIMENT STATION ~~--------~~~~~------------------,7 
0-3 
D- I Erosion IS controlled with sod dams, wire checks and contC1Jr tillage 
D-2 Erosion IS controlled with terraces 
D-3 ErosIOn IS nor controlled 
CROPS: Wheat following oats on D-I and D-2 Checked corn on D-3. 
I<'ig. 5.-EltTect of critical periods of crops O'n soil and water losses. 
Erosion Is not controlled on tield D·3 by terracing, contourillg' or by a 
good erosion resisting crop, but the crop of COTll was not In critical period 
when the hard rains cnme as was the wheat on the other two plots. The 
hard rain causing most damage to the whea,t came October 19 before the 
wheat had grown sutTlclently to protect the land OT itself. 
Moisture Conserved by Terraces.-Experimental results from a 
number of stations in states bordering Missouri show an appreciable 
reduction in total runoff of water from terraced areas. Notice that 
in Fig. 5 on the tight Shelby subsoil 2 inches more rainfall was con-
served .in the six- month period on the terraced wheat field than on 
the unterraced wheat field. Most data from the Bethany Station to 
date, however, indicate that moisture conserved on Missouri soils 
having tight subsoils is very small. 
Effect of Length of Slopes on Soil Loss.-Realizing that small 
plots were not long enough to get accurately practical field conditions, 
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a length of slope experiment was set up to get some data that would 
apply more nearly to practical field slopes. 
II 
I-t ~I 
PLOTS ON 107.. SLOPE 
BETHANY, MO. EXPERIMENT STATION 
NORMAL 
TERRACE 
I SPACING 
ON 10}'. 
SLOPE 
~~~'~LLLLLLLL~~~~~~~77????7???~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I ~Q.. _ - - - - - t..;>.::w..~~~~Wfifi'7'7-77,*f-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I , 
~Q.. ____________ _ """"".£...c...£...c..",,,,-,'-"-<.a 
I"ig. 6.-EtTect of length of slope on soil losses. Plots haTe 100/0 
~Iop('. ~'he upper edge of the chart represents the highest point 
on the ~Iope. Note that the second \)0 ft. section lost 2.36 times 
as ill ueh soil per acre as the first 00 ft. sectiO'n, while the third 90 
·ft. section lost 4.4:! times as much soil per acre as the first. Would 
the fourth UO ft. section lose a proportionally larger amount per 
acre and so on down the slope 7 
The first 90-foot section lost 9.85 tons per acre, the second 90-foot 
section lost 2.36 times as much, and the third 9O-foot section lost 4.43 
times as much per acre as the first. The 270-foot slope is still much 
shorter than average field slopes, but this information gives an idea 
of what happens on the long slopes when the flow of runoff water is 
not controlled. Assuming that longer slopes would show propor-
tionally increased losses, one can easily see why we have large gullies 
and why so much of our soil has washed away. It requires no 
stretch of the imagination to see where the major part of lime and 
fertilizer goes when it is applied to a long, cultivated slope that is 
unterraced. In addition to the fertilizers and seed applied, large 
quantities of plant nutrients, contained in the topsoil are also lost. 
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The Cost of Commercial Fertilizer to Replace Plant Nutrients 
Lost Through Erosion.-As previously stated soil washed from a rol-
ling cultivated field, with little or no attempt at controlling erosion, 
takes many more pounds of mineral nutrients than the crop takes for 
growth. The amount of nutrients carried away varies greatly, de-
pending upon the length and degree of the slope, the crop, the soil 
type, fertility level, organic matter present, etc. Soil containing 4000 
pounds of nitrogen per acre in the surface 7 inches will on the aver-
age produce a yield of about 40 bushels of corn per acre. If one-
half of this plant nutrient is lost, the yield will be cut to approxi-
mately one-half. In other words, the reduction in corn yields is pro-
portional to the soil fertility losses. (See Missouri Experimental Sta-
tion Bulletin 324, "Soil Fertility Losses Under Mission Conditions.") 
That which is lost by erosion brings in nothing whatever, but that 
taken out in crops is largely compensated for by returns of cash, plant 
residue, manure from livestock, etc. 
Suppose, for example, one figures what it would cost to replace the 
plant nutrients washed from a corn field in a corn-oats-clover-timothy 
rotation in the one year that it is in corn. (Figures are based on re-
sults from a shorter than average slope on the Bethany Experiment 
Station which will give conservative losses, together with data taken 
from Missouri Experiment Station Bulletin 324 cited above.) Twen-
ty-seven tons of soil were lost per acre from the field during the 
year it was in corn. This land yields 35 to 40 bushels of corn per 
acre on the average; therefore, there will be approximately 4000 
pounds of nitrogen to the acre 7 inches of top soil. During this one 
year 1/ 37 of the top 7 inches of soil was lost, containing at least 
( 4000= 108) 108 pounds of nitrogen. Again referring to Missouri 
3r 
Experiment Station Bulletin 324, we see at 1933 price levels, it would 
cost $7.90 per acre to add 108 pounds of nitrogen in the form of 
commercial fertilizer, such as ammonium sulphate or sodium nitrate. 
Figuring the soil loss from several terraced, r9tated, and culti-
vated areas, we find the average annual soil loss from corn to be 
under 4 tons per acre. This field would then, under terraced con-
ditions, and with the same rotations, have lost 4 tons per acre or 1 
250 
of the top 7 inches of soil and only 16 pounds (4000=16) of nitrogen, 
250 
which would on the same basis cost $1.18 per acre. The net saving 
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would then be ($7.90 - $1.18 = $6.72) $6.72 per acre on nitrogen 
alone, saying nothing of phosphorus and potash losses. 
Experiments at the University of Georgia on Cecil Sandy loam of 
5% slope ;how a loss of 56 tons per acre on bare land. The Uni-
versity of Georgia shows the cost of nitrate of soda, acid phosphate 
and muriate of potash fertilizers to replace plant foods in the 56 tons 
of soil washed from the acre to be $59.15, which is a cost of $1.05 for 
each ton of soil lost. While Georgia conditions do not apply directly 
to Missouri conditions, the experiment is cited to further emphasize 
the actual cost of erosion. 
The above figures also explain why so many outstanding farm leaders 
having experience with terraces express such views as these: "You 
can't afford not to terrace. If you put off terracing a cultivated 
field one year you lose more than it would cost to terrace it ." 
TERRACING COSTS 
What is the cost of terracing? This is a question often asked. 
In 1937 several custom machines were in operation in Missouri 
charging from $35.00 to $50.00 per mile of terrace constructed. 
The difference in cost was accounted for by the different sizes of 
terraces constructed, the types of soil and the degrees of erosion en-
countered. On severely eroded fields hourly charges were sometimes 
made and the terrace cost per mile was often double that of less se-
verely eroded fields. In 1947 the cost per mile of standard terraces 
varies from $100 to $150. 
Many terraces were constructed with small terracing blades or 
fresno scrapers at a minimum or no cash outlay. The costs for all 
reported averaged $2.96 per acre. (These data included a labor cost 
figured on terraces constructed by use of farm power and borrowed 
or rented machinery.) Occasionally a man reported that his ter-
races had cost him nothing because he used a scraper or borrowed a 
road grader and used his own power. But he had neglected to make a 
labor charge against the terrace~. The 'average cost of terracing re-
ported is less than would be required to plow the field four times. A 
good philosophy might be to put more money in terracing fields and 
less in plowing them. 
DE'FINITE ANNUAL CASH RETURNS 
If by terracing a field the crop yield is increased over the yield of ' 
the same field unterraced (this increase having been caused by main-
taining fertility that would otherwise be washed away and by con-
serving moisture,) there is a definite yearly cash return. This is as 
definite a cash return as the increased gain in pounds of flesh put 
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on a steer per pound of feed fed, or the increase in crop yield due 
to the proper use of seed and fertilizer. 
The following information is not scientific data, but is the unbiased 
practical observation of progressive farmers over the state and is 
believed valuable. 
Without any question being asked on our part, twelve reports which 
gave definite estimated increases in yield directly attributable to the 
proper use of terraces, were received from over the state. The two high-
est estimates were dropped as being unusual and therefore probably 
not indicative of normal results to be expected. However, the truth 
of the reports was not questioned . Averaging the remaining ten 
reports with corn figured at 50c per bushel and other crops at cur-
rent prices, the average increased income per acre for the year was 
$5.59 over other fields owned by those reporting, or by their immediate 
neighbors, treated similarly but not terraced. ' 
It is common for farmers who have terraced one or two fields to 
state that the terraced field has made a marked improvement in pro-
duction . It is also common to have reports of how terraced fields 
once severely eroded are now better than other fields which were 
not terraced because of less slope and less apparent washing. 
TERRACE OUTLETS 
The economical control of terrace outlets often presents a major 
problem. However, marked advance in the effectiveness and prac-
tical control of terrace outkts has been made in the past several 
years. The outlets may become a hazard to the terracing system un-
less a plan definitely thought out and strictly adhered to is developed 
with each terrace system undertaken. To successfully establish an 
outlet of either grass or permanent structures, involves a number of 
exacting details as follows: 
1. When practical, prepare a grassed outlet before terracing. This 
can be done while the field is in a sod crop before it goes to 
a small grain or clean tilled crop. 
2. Do not use road ditches for terrace outlets. 
3. One should use an emergency outlet while preparing a grassed 
outlet if soil losses are so heavy that it seems undesirable to 
wait until a sod outlet is established before terracing. 
4. If permanent structures are to be placed in the outlet it is 
not necessary to use an emergency outlet or to construct the 
outlet before the terraces are built. 
5. A great deal of money and labor can be saved and more sat-
isfaction derived by planning the location and construction of 
an outlet carefully. 
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6. For detailed suggestions on planning and Col1tStruction of 
outlets see Extension Circular No. 355, "Terrace Outlets for 
Missouri." 
A TERRACING PROGRAM FOR YOUR FARM 
If an individual has had no experience with terraces, best results 
can usually be secured by building only two or three good terraces 
at the top of a slope the first year. Terraces can then be added every 
year the cropping plan will permit until the field is terraced. This 
. does not take many years to get a field or even a farm terraced and 
at very little output of cash. It is true that additional soil will be 
lost from the tilled fields in the several years required to complete 
it. For this reason, where terraces are fully appreciated and out-
let problems are solved, it is best to progress rapidly with a terrac-
ing program on fields to be cultivated. 
When and Where to Construct Terraces.-If good outlets are 
available or can be made available by the use of a satisfactory emer-
gency outlet, terraces should be constructed on rolling fields that are 
to be used in a rotation including a cultivated or small grain crop 
and having a slope length of two or three times the normal terrace 
spacing for that slope. For conservation of soil it is more important 
to have such fields terraced than to terrace a field that has just been 
seeded to hay or pasture grasses. 
As far as the topography of the farm will allow, each field can be 
terraced as its time in the rotation arrives for a grain crop. When 
it is possible to progress more rapidly than this plan will allow, and 
when the individual is ready for the rapid progress, it is desirable to 
build the terraces and seed them down for one or two years, allowing 
the ridge to become firmly settled before being cultivated. 
Terraces may be constructed any season of the year that ground 
conditions and crops will permit work in the field. If the ground 
is not too wet to plow, it is considered in good condition for terracing. 
Summer, fall and spring are considered good seasons to terrace. If 
the ground is not too hard and dry, the summer season is preferred 
because work can continue without long delays from .rains. A field 
may be sown to oats or some early maturing crop, the crop removed 
and the field then terraced. Corn may be cut from small fields to 
allow terracing in the fall. Terraces are being successfully used on 
pasture · land, but are here recommended only after rolling cultivated 
land on the farm is terraced. 
Slopes.-Fields most ideal for terracing lay in a topography range 
of gently undulating to rolling; that is, from about 3% to about 
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8% slopes, although steeper slopes of from 8% to 12% are being ter-
raced successfully. 
On Gentle Slopes.-Terraces have proved valuable on long slopes 
as gentle as 1 % or even less, where the subsoil is relatively impervi-
ous to the rapid penetration of surface water. In fact, as much as 
one-half the top soil has been found removed from long slopes having 
a fall of less than 1%. Poorly drained upland flats have been suc-
cessfully terraced with the result that the terrace afforded drainage. 
With the proper farming practices, the terraces gradually form a uni-
form slope from the top of one terrace to the channel of the one be-
low, which automatically gives the land a slight slope. In this case 
they serve to drain the flat spots and protect the more rolling areas 
of the same field from sheet washing. 
On Steep Slopes.-Terraces are sometimes successfully used on 
slopes up to 30%. Their use on slopes above 10 to 12% is recom-
mended only when the land can not be gotten into a good sod crop 
and kept sodded. If it is possible to use only land under this degree 
of slope for cultivation and place the steep slopes in grass or timber, 
this should be done. 1£ the farm has no slopes of less degree and a 
small amount of grain must be raised, terraces are recommended in 
addition to all other methods of soil conseryation applicable. The 
steep slope that must be placed into cultivation needs all the protec-
tion it can get. Often the back side of the terrace is not farmed on 
very steep slopes, but allowed to sod. This tends to develop a bench 
terrace in time by allowing the downward moving soil to pile up 
and level off, but the bench of good top soil is preferred to no top 
soil at all. Only on the very extr.eme slopes will this practice of main-
tenance, allowing the formation of bench terraces, be desirable. 
Reclamation and Hillside Gully Contro1.-In general, terraces 
should be put on the best land first so as to save it. Too often a field 
is almost washed away before the owner decides to terrace it. The 
question then arises as to whether or not the land is worth the in-
vestment. It may be better to plant it to trees, or just let it go, as 
far as the present owner is concerned. If the owner does not intend 
to spend money on seed and fertilizer for the field, it may not be 
worth terracing. If one does intend to build up the field, he should 
consider terracing the land if for no other reason than to protect 
his investment. To leave it un terraced would be to allow much of 
the seed, lime, manure, and fertilizer to wash off, and as a result 
more money would be wasted than terracing would cost. The field 
will be built up and become productive much more rapidly after 
being terraced. 
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Terracing is one of the most complete, economical, and permanent 
methods of controlling numerous hillside gullies. The whole slope 
may often be given permanent protection by terracing including the 
control of the gullies and terrace outlet, for less than would be re-
quired to control the gullies alone by means of individual gully 
control dams. 
PLANNING A TERRACE SYSTEM 
Planning a terrace system fol.' one field usually involves other fields 
and may involve the whole farm. To construct terraces on one field 
without due consideration for adjoining fields generally results in 
a patched-up system for the whole farm. The patched system calls 
for extra cash outlay and labor for outlets, more maintenance, and 
altogether a much less satisfactory job than would have been the re-
sult of planning the fields into a system. The system may include 
all fields falling together by natural divisions, or by water courses 
not heading on the property, by property lines, between timbered 
areas, and other logical divisions. 
Preliminary Survey.-One seldom has sufficient knowledge of the 
surroundings to recommend a terracing system for a field until he 
has walked over that field and all of the adjoining fields that might 
be worked into the same system, observing at least these different 
points: 
1. Is there drainage from other fields above? If so, how can it 
be intercepted in case the fields above cannot be terraced? 
2. Where can the most satisfactory and most economical outlets 
be located? What plans will give a fewer number of good 
outlets, loc";'ted at field boundaries where possible, and located 
so as not to cause excessive length of terraces? 
Outlets are always a critical point in a terrace system and a pos-
sible source of trouble. If outlets can consist of a few good ones, 
the owner will take pride in them and will be more likely to care for 
them properly. Such cares as mowing and fertilizing are needed 
for grass outlets, while repairing damages made by rodents, dry 
weather cracks, and any other needed upkeep on structures are cares 
that increase in almost direct proportion to the nurpber of separate 
outlet systems used. If structures are used, or if it is c;ontemplated 
that they will ever be needed, one set of structures to handle runoff 
from two adjoining fields can be constructed at a great saving over 
the cost of two sets of structures to handle the two fields separately. 
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Intercepting Head Water With Dikes or Diversion Ditches.-It 
is sometimes necessary to use an interception ditch or dike to inter-
cept water coming onto the field from land above before the field 
can be terraced. The dike should be located so as to intercept the 
runoff as soon after it enters the field as possible. Sometimes the 
water can be intercepted before it gets onto the field to be terraced. 
This will be true in many cases on south Missouri farms where water 
from timbered, rocky areas drains down onto gentler slopes of cul-
tivated land belonging to the same farmer. 
Oftentimes a short dike leading into an outlet can be used to pro-
tect the field from water above. The outlet along a field boundary 
then may serve as an interception for other water coming down the 
slope. Interceptions are given a grade of 4 inches per 100 feet to 
prevent excessive scouring and also to allow sufficient grade to carry 
the rush of water from unterraced slopes above. It is not usually 
difficult to obtain a sod in a channel graded 4 inches per 100 feet. 
If a steeper grade is used and water is carried at considerable depth 
some form of permanent' check will probably be needed to keep the 
channel from forming a ditch unless the channel is well sodded before 
intercepting all the water. The effective width and depth for the di-
version can be secured from Circular 434, "Diversion Dykes and 
Channels." Information on the use of dams which may be needed in 
the control of interception ditches having a steeper grade may be 
found in Bulletin 449, "The Missouri Soil Saving Dam." 
The interception of head waters is not always easily accomplished 
and increases the cost of the terracing job; therefore, if it is pos-
sible terrace the field above, or encourage the neighbor to do so. If 
the field above has active gullies or is cultivated, special care should 
be used to construct silting basins as recommended in Circular 434. 
It should be inspected frequently and cleaned out when and where 
necessary to prevent its filling up and allowing water to flow over. 
USE OF THE FARM LEVEL IN TERRACING 
In order to insure successful operation of the terrace it will be 
necessary to ,use some form of a surveyor's level in staking out, su-
pervising construction and checking the terrace, but an inexpensive 
instrument is sufficient. A small farm level is recommended for com-
mon use. 
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The farm level is a relatively simple and sturdy instrument, yet 
its proper use and adjustment 'must be understood if sufficiently ac-
curate results are to be secured to properly control the flow of run-
off water. 
I,'lg. S.--li'arm level anil roil LL8eil 
III luylug' ()ut tel'racl's. 
Determining the Proper Location and Grade for Terraces.-Find-
ing the High Point.-The first step in laying out the terrace system 
is to find the high point in the area which will drain into the first 
terrace. To do this the farm level is set up so that one looking through 
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l"ig. 9.-Finding the high point. 'l'he locatiO'll of the rod giving the smallest reading 
is the highest point. 
the leveled telescope will see over the high point, Figure 9. The 
smallest rod reading is the high point. This point should be marked. 
If a diversion ditch or dike is used to intercept head water, the high 
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point in the staked line for the ditch or dike should be used as the 
high point of the drainage area for the first terrace. 
Finding the Slope.-The next step is to find the degree of slope 
or the steepness of the land that will drain into the top terrace. 
The slope draining into the terrace near the outlet end may vary 
from the slope draining into the upper end or near the center of the 
terrace. For this reason, it is advisable to take two or three slope 
readings from different places and average them. Each reading is 
I~-----------------------IOO'------------------------~·I 
--------------------r ~A~~~ 'N • ~ 1.0 
t. ________________ _ 
B 
Fig. 1O.-The average slope is determined 1.> )' taking sever a l s lope read ings a s shown 
a lJo\'e a nd llver aging them. 
taken from the top of the drainage area straight down the slope 
(Fig. 10.) Suppose the reading at the top of the slope in question 
is 1 ft., 2 in. (A Fig. 10, ) and a point 33 steps or 100 feet directly 
down the slope reads 6 ft . 2 in. (B Fig. 10,) the slope would be 
6 ft. 2 in. - 1 ft . 2 in. = 5 or a 5% slope. It is often convenient 
to step only 16 steps (50 ft . ) down the slope to get the second reading. 
In this case double the fall found in the 50 feet to get the fall in 100 
feet or the per cent slope. One should determine the number of steps 
normally taken in 50 or 100 feet and use this number because the 
length of steps of different individuals may vary greatly. 
Suppose the two other slope readings reveal 6 per cent and 4 per 
cent slopes. The average slope draining into the first terrace will 
then be 5 + 6 + 4 = 5 or a 5% slope. The next step is to deter-
3" 
mine how far from the high point the first terrace should be located 
on the 5 per cent slope. 
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TABLE I.-GUIDE FOR TERRACE SPACINGS. 
Slope of Vertical Interval Surface 
Area Drain- between terraces Distance 
ing into For use Between 
Terraces on Rod For Rod Terrace 
Graduated Graduated Centers 
In In 
Ft. & lOths Ft. &in. 
1% 1.3 1:4 130 
2% 2.1 2:1 105 
3% 2.8 2:10 93 
4% 3.4 3:8 85 
5% 4.0 4:0 80 
6% 4.4 4:5 74 
7% 4.8 4:10 70 
8% 5.2 5:2 66 
9% 5.6 5:7 63 
10% 6.0 6:0 60 
11% 6.2 6:2 57 
12% 6.4 6:5 54 
15% 8.0 8:0 54 
20% 10.5 10:7 54 
Varia tiolls f rom the table are to be discouraged. but when special soil conditions 
and a lmowll fu t ure "ropping plan wnrrnnt t.he ehnnge. spaeings may be varied 
from the table as much as 20%. 
Determining the Proper Vertical Interval for a Given Slope From 
the Table, and Locating the First Terrace.-Suppose, for example, we 
have found . the average slope of the land draining into the first ter-
race to be 5%. We consult Table 1 above and find that for a 5% 
slope a 4 ft. vertical interval is recommended . The instrument re-
mains in the same place and to the reading of 1 ft. 2 in. (reading 
secured on high point) is added the recommended vertical interval of 
4 ft. which sets the target at 5 ft . 2 in. on the rod. 
The rod is then taken to what is believed to be one-half the dis-
tance to the end of the first terrace and moved up or down the hill 
as the instrument man signals, until the level signal is given. A stake 
is driven at this point. This is the center stake in the first terrace 
line. For one who is not familiar with terracing, it is advisable to run 
a level line from this stake and mark a point every 50 feet. This 
will locate a level terrace and give one a good idea as to what the 
graded terrace would look like, together with giving him a good 
check on the length and approximate linear center of the terrace. 
1£ needed, after running the level line, choose another stake as the 
center of the terrace. 
Laying the Terrace Out to Grade.-Determine the fall for the 
lower one-half of the terrace by consulting Table 2. For example, 
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suppose the first terrace will be 600 feet long. It will then be given 
a grade running from 1 Yz inches at the upper end for 300 feet to 2 
inches per hundred for the next 300 feet. Therefore, the grade for 
the lower half of this terrace will be 2 inches per 100 feet or 1 inch 
per 50 feet. The target is then moved 1 inch for every stake. ' The 
terrace line is staked every 50 feet unless on extremely steep and 
11*-------- APPROX. 8o'~-----------I11 
. 
N 
1 _______________ _ 
------- -J 
N 
.n 
TRIAL TERRACE LOCATION 
·Fig. H.-Locating tile first line. An average of i3% slope calls fool' a 4 foot vertical 
spacing. Note tlle percent slope and vertical spacing are not the same. (Table 1.) 
varying slopes or badly gullied fields where stakes are recommended 
every 25 feet. 
Length of 
Terrace 
00-100' 
100-200' 
200-300' 
300-400' 
400-500' 
500-600' 
600-700' 
700-800' 
800-900' 
900-1000' 
1000-1100' 
1100-1200' 
1200-1300' 
1300-1400' 
1400-1500' 
1500-1600' 
TABLE 2.-GRADE IN TERRACE LINES PER STATION. 
(Station 00 is at upper end of terrace) 
Grade Recommended on Grade recommended on 
Soil having medium to soil having very 
tight subsoils porous subsoil 
Inches Tenths Inches Tenths 
10 .13 0 0 
10 .13 0 0 
10 .13 1 .09 
2 .17 1 .09 
2 .17 10 .13 
2 .17 10 .13 
20 .20 10 .13 
20 .20 2 .17 
20 .20 2 .17 
3 .25 2 .17 
3 .25 3 .25 
3 .25 3 .25 
4 .33 3 .25 
4 .33 4 .33 
4 .33 4 .33 
4 .33 4 .33 
On slopes over 14% the grade may be increased to 4% inches per 100 feet if the 
terrace length exceeds 1200' an·d· ridge height is no more than 20 inches. 
With the target set at 5 feet on the center stake, sixteen steps will 
be taken in the direction of the outlet and the target raised 1 inch. 
The stakes from the level line are pulled up and used to make the 
graded line. The target is raised another inch after the point is 
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marked and another 50 feet stepped off. This is repeated until the 
outlet end is reached. 
The rod is returned to the center stake again for a reading to 
check the total fall given the lower half, which will help to prevent 
any errors. From the center stake the grading of the upper half is 
begun. A distance of 16 steps (17 short steps) is paced off in the 
directions of the upper end of the terrace as before and the target is 
lowered on the rod this time ~ inch, which places the target on the 
rod at 4 feet 11~ inches. The target is brought to the line of sight 
as before and a stake driven. The target is lowered on the rod an-
other ~ inch and another 50 feet paced off, continuing in this man-
ner to the upper end of the terrace. 
Whether to raise or lower the target is sometimes a confusing point 
and should be checked often when a new man is carrying the rod. 
The target is raised on the rod when going with the desired direction 
of flow of the water and is lowered when going against the direction 
of flow of the water. A small pocket size notebook may be kept to 
record field notes and make sketches. 
Checking the Final Location of The 'First Terrace.-The top ter-
race is the key terrace to the system. It must be properly located 
if the system is expected to function satisfactorily for long. The 
top terrace is also the most difficult one to locate on many fields. 
A flat topped hill breaking off into a steeper slope will make it 
appear that the first terrace is located almost exactly on top of the 
hill where it will do no good, but if the water collected on the flat top 
can be kept from breaking over onto the steep grade excessive ero-
sion can be prevented and the terrace channel will not be filled by 
the soil which is carried to the channel on long slopes. Fans or shoals 
sufficient to completely dam the terrace channel may be formed when 
the runoff between terraces is allowed to attain a scouring velocity. 
High velocities are attained by allowing water to run an excessive 
distance for that particular slope before being checked by the ter-
race. Fan or shoal deposits in the channel of the top terrace force 
water over the ridge and allow the water load of the first terrace 
to carry a shoal into the second terrace, breaking or overtopping it 
and adding the water load of the first two terraces to the third which 
will in all probability break; In this manner, all of the terraces down 
the slope ma'y be filled and be overtopped or broken because the slope 
is . too long above the first terrace, even though the total area drained 
into the first terrace may be only a fraction of an acre. 
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Considering Conditions to Make Sur~ that First Terrace is Prop. 
erly Located.-The ground should be studied closely as one walks 
the full length of the first terrace. If the field is sodded, close scru-
tiny will be necessary to find former rivulets, or small depressions 
caused by excessive sheet wash. Small overfalling rivulets eating 
back toward the top of the hill can be easily seen and the point of 
their beginning is easily located. If the points of excessive soil move-
ment are above the location for the first terrace, they will serve to 
carry shoals into the top terrace after it is constructed. A terrace 
does not benefit that land above it so far as sheet erosion is con-
cerned. In fact, cutting the channel and leaving the newly con-
structed back slope will tend to aggravate any small washes already 
present. A terrace does protect land above it from large overfalling 
or head cutting gullies by taking the water from them. However, 
if excessive sheet or rivulet washing is seen above the first terrace 
line, the line should be moved up the hill farther. One should observe 
carefully to see that water from any other field is not causing the' 
wash. By combining a study of the recommended vertical interval 
and the appearance of washes, the proper location for the first ter-
race can be accurately decided upon. If excessive wash fails to show 
for a ' considerable distance below the first terrace line, do not make 
the mistake of moving the terrace down hill. The washes can be 
smoothed over too easily by regular tillage tools if no hard rain hap-
pens to catch them before they become sodded. Then, too, very uni-
form sheet wash is not always easily detected until in advanced stages 
as soil borings will convince one. After checking these points and 
moving the terrace if needed, the second terrace is ready to be staked 
out. 
Locating the Second Terrace.-The ridge of the first terrace is 
the divide at the top of the watershed draining into the second ter-
race. The center stake of the first terrace is used for the high point of 
the second terrace and several slope readings are taken down the 
slope at right angles to the first terrace line to determine the aver-
age slope. If approximately % of this area is a 6% slope and % of 
the area is an 8% slope, the proper average is 6.7% (6 + 6 + 8 = 
20 . 20 =. 6.7). A 7% slope may be used in determining the vertical 
-3~ 
interval since it is almost a 7% average and irregularities in the land 
while determining the slope and spacing the terrace for the vertical 
interval will allow chances for more error than failing to interpolate 
to the tenth of 1 %. Table 1 suggests 4 ft. 10 in. vertical interval. 
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For example, after moving the instrument down hill and releveling, a 
backsight on the ground by the center stake of the first terrace reads 
2 feet. Two feet plus the recommended vertical interval of 4 ft. 
10 in. would put the target on the rod at 6 ft. 10 in., then moving 
down the slope with the rod at what is thought to be the center of 
the second terrace, the instrument man signals the rodman to the 
proper level. A stake is driven at this point. The second terrace is 
staked out in the same manner as the first one. After the terrace is 
staked a check is made to see that it has as nearly the proper spac-
ing from the first terrace as can be obtained. By referring to Table 
1, you will notice a column which gives the "horizontal spacing" or 
distance between terraces for different slopes. The degree of slope 
is pretty well known from the slope readings and by stepping from 
one terrace to the other in several places, a good check on the spacing 
is given. 
The distance between any two terraces will vary at given points, 
but if it is found that the points of narrow spacing are a little too 
close while the points of wide spacing are a litle too wide, the terrace 
location is probably as good as can be obtained with the variation in 
slope. However, if the points of narrow spacing are wider than 
recommended for that slope and the points where the terraces are 
farthest from each other are much wider than recommended, it is 
obvious that the second terrace should be moved up the slope to a 
new location. Do not hesitate to move a terrace when it needs to be 
moved. To make a preliminary location of a terrace, studying it and 
relocating it, if needed, is an indication that a good job of surveying 
for terraces is being done. Effort should not be spared to fit the 
terraces into the field to give maximum efficiency. 
Dividing Flow of Water in Terraces.-When it is seen that a ter-
race will become too long (more than 1600 feet) to carry all of the 
water in one direction, the grade may be broken in the middle, or 
any other point along the terrace, and water carried in the other 
direction for 1600 feet or less, dividing the water equally between 
outlets if desired. When terraces are medium to long, it is partic-
ularly important to avoid grading the total terrace in the opposite 
direction to the one above it, because the opposite direction of grades 
will place the terraces too close together at one end or too far apart 
at the other. 
The third terrace is located in reference to the second terrace using 
the center of the second terrace line for the high point. Comecutive 
terrace liaes down the slope are surveyed out in like manner. 
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The use of the level trail line may be dispensed with after some 
experience is secured, because the graded line is staked out almost 
as easily and gives a better idea as to the final location of the ter-
race. 
Temporary Obstruction in Fields.-Temporary obstructions such 
as straw stacks, hay stacks, post piles, etc., should be removed and 
not allowed to interfere with the terrace system. Leaving out one 
terrace, or doing what will be the equivalent by spacing it almost 
twice as far as it should be from the one above, in order to miss a 
temporary obstruction will cause serious damage to the system. The 
obstruction should be removed before the terraces are constructed. 
A permanent structure such as a hay barn or corn crib in the 
middle of the field may be terraced around successfully by dividing 
the water at the barn and carrying it away in both directions. This 
need not destroy the proper spacing of the terraces. Occasionally a 
satisfactory outlet can not be arranged on both ends of the field. 
This may call for a short outlet on the up-terrace side of the obstruc-
tion. An interception dike just below the obstruction could be used 
to intercept the water from the short outlet and carry it to the ma.in 
outlet. Terracing can then continue on the remainder of the field in 
the regular manner. 
Design Factors in Spacing and Grading Terraces.-In addition to 
the successful terrace system being designed to carry the excess run-
off, the terrace must be spaced so as to prevent excessive soil move-
ment between them. This is a very important point and without 
design for this feature, only a series of diversion ditches or dikes 
is the r~sult. 
As has already been pointed out, the cropping system and amount 
of organic matter in the soil will have a marked effect on the normal 
movement of soil between terraces. 
Under the best of conditions spacings may be increased 20% over 
those recommended in Table 1. . However, the terrace system, being 
constructed of earth, if properly maintained will be a permanent part 
of that field. Because terraces are a permanent improvement they 
must be designed for a field to meet such uncertainties as extremes in 
weather conditions, rainfall, change of ownership, cropping plans, 
etc. The greatest test to the terraces is the hardest rain in several 
years coming when the soil is not in position to absorb moisture rapid-
ly (frozen a few inches below the surface or completely saturated 
with water,) with plant growth either not present or too small to 
assist in control. This is not an uncommon situation which the farmer 
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must meet and recognize as one of his big problems in soil conserva-
tion. If the terraces are not designed and constructed for these con-
ditions, failures occur at critical times when nothing else can pre-
vent a great loss to that field and its owner. Aside from this im-
portant fact, the carefully designed and constructed system saves 
more soil, allows less movement of soil between terraces, and con-
serves more moisture during normal rains even though it is cropped 
with the best of recommended rotations and given the most fitting 
land use, than does the too liberally spaced and ,carelessly constructed 
system. 
If all affecting variables could be determined for anyone field over 
a long period of years, including the psychology that the individual 
would follow, the terracing system could be designed for these varia-
bles; that is, much more attention could be paid to soil types and in-
dividual crops or cropping systems, dispersibility, colloidal content, ' 
degree ~f erosion, etc., in the spacing and design of the terraces. The 
most common error, even on steep slopes, is to space the terraces too 
far apart. However, research data and practical experience indicate 
that terraces can be spaced too closely together on very steep land, 
resulting in a marked increase in the degree of slope between the 
terraces. This is one reason for a constant horizontal spacing recom-
mended in Table 1 when the slope of the original land is over 12%. 
Laying Out Terraces on a Badly Eroded Field.-Terraces should 
be conservatively spaced on badly eroded fields because of the ten-
dency toward excessive movement of soil between the terraces. Spac-
ings 10 to 20% closer than recommended in the table in this bulletin 
should be used, except on excessive slopes of 12% or greater. Soil 
treatment with an attempt to get a stand of grass or a clover crop 
as soon as possible should be used on badly eroded and depleted soils. 
This will assist in checking soil movement occurring between the ter-
races. 
In badly gullied fields terraces may be laid off and the gullies worked 
in by sloping them where the terrace lines cross. Stakes will be re-
moved to do this and should be set again to guide the terrace across 
the gullies. In extremely irregular areas, stakes should be used 
every 25 feet. A maximum grade of 6 inches per 100 feet is some-
times recommended for badly eroded fields. However, a grade of 6 
inches p~r 100 feet will allow scouring, and a larger portion of seed 
or fertilizer may be carried from the field with the additional soil loss. 
Lack of organic matter and plant growth allows more scouring in 
terrace' channels on severely eroded soil than on less eroded areas, 
2g 
a lso a hig her pe rcen tage o f ru noff w ill occ ur on t he st °cp g rJ d es. For 
t hese reasons use o f t he standard grade with a maximum or ..j. in .j lOO 
ft. is reco m m ndecl. 
TERRACING MACHINERY 
Terraci ng m achi ne ry used in M issou ri cons ists of t he sma ll and 
la rge h\;] de type mac hi nes, t he rotor or w h irl w ind terrace r, th e de-
vatin g gra der type m ac hin e, t hc l\1a r ti n D itc he r type, t hc V drag, 
th e re rracing p low, a nd t he Fresno scrape!". T he orilin :l ry di sk or 
mo ldboa rd break illg p low is a lso sometimes used. 
The B lade Type Terracer.- T hc Gladc typc teIT:lClT is t he most 
coml1!on ty pe used in l\1isso lll" i. T hesc mac hin es range fro lll rhL' 
sm a ll G an d 7- foot h lades Illa d e espcci; ill y for te rr:lc ing, to t hc large 
10 or l 2-foo t: hla c\cs, includ ing regul a r rO:l d g r:l il crs. Th c sm a ll 
bl ades Ill ay be pO\\,L'rl'd h.v a ..j. to o-horse rea lll or :l cOlll mo n fa rm 
l racto r. 
I"ig-. 12.- :1 terra 'c 1J.;lng cOI1,;t rll clcd wit Ii a slIl:t ll bl!lclQ )lll lIed ill' a ~ - I1I" lc 
Iflnm . \\'ul'I'en County. 
Some acl va m ag s o f t hc b lade ty pe of m ac h in c a re: ( I ) i t can be 
uscd in a ny section o f t hc sta te regard less r rock s, etc. (2) It can 
be used to con st ru t grass out lcts. (3) J t has m a ny common uses 
aro und the farm, (4) The sm all r m achin es h avc com pa rat ively sma ll 
first cost . (5) Ma intena nce o n t he m achin e is no t exccssive. 
Proba b ly th e grea tes t d isa dva ntage o f t h is t y pe m ac hin e is t he 
compa ra ti vely ineffi cien t m ethod o f m ov ing ea rth , part icu lar ly with 
t he smaller blad es, a nd t h e time required to construct a truly good 
t erra ce. The tend ency o f the indiv idua l is t o get tired a nd quit 
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whell a terra ce is a bout oll e-half comrleted. However, :1 very good 
ter race ca ll be built evell with the small est blade if tillle is tJk en to do 
so. If the so il is lInuslla ll y dry and dusty it ma y SO lll et imes be neces-
sa ry to return aftel it rain and cO lllplete th e t rrace. 
Whirlwind Type Terracer.- T he whirlwind terra ce r developed 
by th e agri cltl tlll" il l engin ee ring departl1lent of [ 011'; 1 State Co ll ege is 
noll' th e ll1 0st pop ular cusrolll or co ntrac r rerra CLT used in 1\1issou ri . 
Thi s 1l1 ;lchill c is, howcv Cl", limitcd to so ils rh :lt arc fr ee of L'XCCSS 
rock or gr;lvc l ;lI1d docs not give good r l'~ ltll s on stce p slopI 's . It 
is powercd with ;1 ruhlwr- lircd. rra c[Or of 110 slll ;tIlcr rhan rhe thrcc-
bottom Il low size . T ilL' I n racc r is also on ruhher, which provi des " 
ra pidl y rran spor r;t1llL" lIliit . U nd er good condirion s, il constructs a 
terr il 'e rapid ly :lIlCl nJ l'l'ts wirh general [al 'or [or CO I1l"r<l C[ wo rk. 
1"1". '13. Th ,' Wh"'I\\'I,){l T e IT I"·"". l'l c l"re by ('O IlI' ( l'"Y of IIl e So li ("'\I ,",,,, 
"u l ion ~\· I ·rlc(l. 
Prob a bl y r ip chief di sa dvant ;lges of rh e whirl wind type tc rracn 
to date arc: ( 1) :1 tend en y to constru t a terra ce with a n:lrrow dee r 
chann el, usua ll y th e result of ;]n eA'o rt to s cure effective terrace 
height. The nar row channel is diffi cult to cross and is s on fi ll ed 
with ea rth , th ereby materially r du cing the effect ive height of th e 
terrace, (2) excess iv ' repa ir cos ts, (3) t he loose cond ition of the 
terrace ri Ige and the ti me req uired for it to sett! , and (4) its lack 
of adaptation t o ex tremely dry soil. 
The ex trem Iy loose ri 1ge made by th whirlwind terracer IS some-
times reported difficu lt to farm for a season or two and is often too 
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loose to get a good st a nd o f grass. Excell ent rcrracl'S ca n be co n-
st ructed with t hi s l1lil chin e by s pendin g mo re t im e 0 11 thelll t han is 
a cOlllmon practice, o r by finishing th e chan nel ",ith il smil ll blad e. 
The machine operates succcssfully nn l1l ois r so il a nd w ill o perate 
o n soil too wet for ord in ary farmi ng operilt ions. Ma n y of th ese 
m achin es a re owned a nd o pera t ed in JVTi sso uri at present . 
The Elevator Type Terracer.- This m achin e was d eve loped hy 
t he agricultural c ng inee rin g d e partment of the I\ ii sso uri f\ gr icultural 
Experimcnt Stat io l1. For const ru cr ion of wh:lt is consid ered a n 
id eal terrace cross sec tion ;] nd fo r efficiency in mov il1g ea rth , it leads 
il ll t y pes oj tcrra c ing ma chin ery now ll scd in 1\11 isso llri . This is shown 
hy res ult s of \'a rioll s tests mad e hv go\,c mm cnt ;] ne! s tatc offi c ia ls 
o n effic i ncy of terr:lcing m ach ine ry. Th e ll1;] chin e c:l n he I1 sed when-
, . ' ~, 
, ' . 
1-'11:. H.-J '; l c\"H lin~ (; radcr 'l'Y fl C '1' l"r/lCC " In Opc l"l.Il1 an. Clin to n Co unty. 
eve r the so i I is dry eno ug h t o fa rill but works to bes t ad van tage i 11 dry 
so il. It ca nnot be used s uccess full y in so il ha v ing l:xcess lv' a mounts 
o f la rgl: g ra vc.:l o r stone. 
The ma chin e is usua ll y cons id ered too expensIve for prIvate usc 
and is th er ,for e a contra c t or cus tom m achine. Its chi ef di sadvantage 
is a loss of tim e cauSl:d by th e necess ity fo r excess ive repa irs, and 
thi s has prevented it from ga ining ;]s muc h popubrity amo ng con-
tra ctors as some of the ot h r machines. This ma c hin e, like th e whirl-
wind t errace r, is a rather n ew deve lopment and has requir ed some 
time to work out th e weak points. A g rea t improv em ent was shown 
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in this respect the past two years. Many more would be in use 
if they were obtainable. 
The Smaller Ditcher, V Drag, and Other Terracing Plows.-All 
these machines are being used in Missouri to construct terraces. Any of 
them can be used to construct rather satisfactory terraces if enough 
time is spent on the terrace. In the case of the plow particularly, 
it will be necessary to repeat construction several times, either after 
a rain or when the ground has had time to settle. Or it may be 
packed well under rubber tires. 
The danger from this method of construction is that a hard rain 
may come which will wash out sections of the small terrace before 
it is completed, thus wasting soil and labor and discouraging further 
effort. It is very seldom that good terraces are constructed with 
these machines, because the operator does not stay on the job until 
the terrace is completed. The main advantages are the low first 
cost of the machine, and the small cash outlay in the construction of 
-the terraces. 
STARTING CONSTRUCTION 
Position of Stake Line in Relation to 'Finished Terrace.-The first 
point that must be decided in starting construction from a staked 
out terrace line is, should the high point on the terrace ridge, the 
center of the terrace channel, or a' line half way between these points, 
be on the survey line? Diff~rent people construct the terrace in dif-
ferent positions with reference to the stake line. It is recommended 
here that a point half way between the low point in the channel 
and the high point on the ridge of the completed terrace coincide with 
the stake line. This does not allow the channel to vary from the sur-
veyed grade to any appreciable degree, nor does it allow an extreme 
variation in elevation of the top of the terrace ridge caused by a 
varying degree of slope through which the terrace passes. A varia-
tion in either the channel or the top of the ridge has the same effect 
in reducing the effective height and capacity of the terrace. Often 
difficulty in securing a uniform terrace grade, {mrticularly on medium 
to steep land, can be avoided by locating the lower edge of the chan-
nel and upper edge of the terrace ridge on the stake line. Objectionable 
ponds may also be avoided in terraces so constructed on land having 
medium to tight subsoils. 
Following Surveyed Line in Starting Terrace Construction.-
When marking off the terrace there seems to be a tendency for all inex-
perienced men . to cut across the curves in the staked line in an effort 
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to straighten the terrace. This has some advantages if it is not car-
ried to the extreme, but at first these advantages appear more im-
portant than they are. Extreme attempts at straightening terraces 
are responsible for many poor jobs and even for many complete 
failures. 
The staked line should be followed as accurately as the machinery 
can follow it and still not leave any short, sharp "kinks" in the 
line. Variations from the stake line of a few inches (vertical distance) 
may be made without giving poor results, provided this change is 
noted and construction is carried on accordingly. 
In general, the correct procedure in walking ahead of the con-
structigll unit is to follow the stake line closely (large units cannot 
follow small kinks) missing isolated stakes enough to form a curve 
in places that would otherwise result in an extremely sharp bend. 
This is what is known as "softening" the curves. Farming opera-
tions on a terraced field, year after year, gradually soften the curves 
with no harmful effect, no special effort, nor any appreciable increase 
in labor. 
Some of the disadvantages of cutting across and attempting to 
straighten terraces are: 
1. Large cuts and fills are required to get the terrace to grade 
and to prevent serious breaks in the fill which result in un-
necessary loss of soil and labor. 
2. The expense of construction to make the project a success may 
be doubled, tripled, or quadrupled, depending upon the de-
gree of departure from the staked line, type of soil, labor and 
power arrangements. 
3. If cuts and fills are made to specifications, the backslope and 
backside of the fills are left similar to road cuts and fills, or 
to the backside of a pond dam. These banks are almost im-
possible to farm. Large ponds or wet areas are left that will 
require years to fill because of reduced soil movement in and 
between terraces. The larger ponds can not be crossed and 
require much more time to farm around than even a very sharp 
bend without the pond. 
4. It leaves great variations in the size and cross section of the 
terrace where otherwise the terrace could be uniform In SIze 
and cross section. The uniform terrace also results in less 
disturbance of earth in the field and a more uniform tillable 
field area throughout. 
Figure 15 illustrates the three different methods of walking out 
the terrace line. Method No. 1 is to be recommended. No. 2 may 
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be used with small units and numerous gullies, but may be considered 
the extreme in following the exact line. No.3 should not be used and 
is almost sure to give very disappointing results on any but the 
most gentle slopes (2% or less). 
GULLY 
Terrace Correct 
... --XX" Terrace Incorrect 
- - - - - - Exact Stake. Line 
o Stake Location 
Horizontal Scale: (~160' 
Contours on l' Interval 
Fig. 15.-Sketch illustrating the three different methods of walking out the terrace 
line. The small circles Indicate position of the stal,es set on the grade, 50 feet 
apart. The solid line (No.1) indicates the proper line of the terrace. ~'he line of 
crosses (No.2) indicates incorrect location of the terrace caused by attempts to 
straighten the terrace. The broken line (NO". 3) shows what may be extremes In 
following every stake. 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE TERRACE 
In or4er to construct a terrace with the proper relation to the 
stake line, it is important that the first round be made properly. 
This will vary with different machines. Directions are given with 
the Whirlwind or the Elevator Terracer to any purchaser of these 
machines. 
After learning the construction procedure of his machine the op-
erator can easily start construction so as to place the completed ter-
race on any desired position with reference to the stake line. 
Suggested Procedure With Blade.-When starting construction 
with the blade type of machine, the forward end of the blade may 
be lowered into the ground about 3 to 4 feet uphill from the stake 
line. Earth is thrown down hill on the first cut. On the second cut, 
completing the first round, earth is moved up grade and the blade 
is pulled so that the slice of earth rolled from the blade lacks ap-
proximately 10 feet (4 to 6 feet on steep slope) reaching the line 
of earth shed from the blade on the first cut. The second round is 
used to place the two excavated ridges together in the center of the 
strip of undisturbed earth. The third round is used to cut loose a 
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new slice of earth just outside the fi
rst cut. Other rounds are us
ed 
. to move this loose soil over 
to the center. 
t4lhx\\WUfJA\\et:w.:«\\W/. 
METHOD Of" CONSTRUCTING
 TERRACES 
WITH 10' BLADE GRADER" WOR
KING FROM 80TH SIDES 
LAND SLOPE 6 % 
~ ~ 1'j4»..W/)))..W/&'Y/&V/k.'¥// m~~ 
Fig. 16.-Suggestions on co
nstruction of terraces with
 10 foot blade type machine
. 
The same principle applies
 to other blade sizes, num
ber of rounds are material
ly 
Increased· under unfavorabl
e conditions and with sma
l! blades. 
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When terracing on average slopes, earth is moved from both sides 
of the terrace until about half of the terrace is constructed, then the 
back side is shaped up leaving no secondary channel to catch runoff 
from the back side of the ridge. From this point all further con-
struction is done on the upper or channel side. This results in about 
% of the terrace being constructed from the top side and ~ from the 
lower. On excessively steep slopes all construction is done from the 
up-hill side except one or two rounds to shape the back slope of the 
terrace ridge. One important point to remember in either method 
of construction is to keep the loose earth moved over well into place. 
A common cause of trouble is cutting too much earth loose before 
attempting to move it over into the ridge. A back slope given to 
the upper side of the channel as gentle as those shown in Figure 17 
is desirable. One should not wait until the last to back slope the 
upper side of the channel. This should be done as normal construc-
tion of the terrace proceeds. 
A diagram illustrating the construction of a terrace with blade 
type equipment is given in Figure 16. It should be used only as a 
guide since ground conditions, power, and equipment vary greatly. 
Two to four times as many rounds as shown here may be required 
under adverse conditions for a large blade to construct a terrace 
to speCifications. Under other conditions, terraces may be constructed 
in the number of rounds shown. The object, however, is to operate 
the machine effectively and secure a good terrace. The number of 
rounds should not be stressed, for attempts to keep the number of 
rounds to a minimum usually lead to poor and partially completed 
terraces. 
Constructing Terraces to Specifications.-It is important to con-
struct terraces to specifications shown in Figure 17 and also given 
in Table 3. They have a definite function which is to properly han-
dle excess runoff water. (One inch runoff from an acre weighs 113 
tons.) They must be checked for weak points before the runoff water 
from hard rains causes a break through such a point. A terrace is 
similar to a chain in that it requires only one weak place to break 
it. The terrace built uniformly, well packer, and to the specifications 
set forth (before effective height is reduced by farming) will carry 
the hardest rain to be expected in Missouri in twenty-five years. 
Terraces built to specifications will look unnecessarily large when 
first constructed. Settli'ng of as much as 15 to 25% will first redUCe 
the size. Farming will farther lower the ridge and soil will drag or 
settle into the channel, materially reducing the effective height of 
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the structure. Also irregularities, even in careful construction, will 
leave some points an inch or two high in the channel and that much 
low on the ridge, reducing the effective height by several inches. It 
is much safer to construct one or two terraces to specifications with 
fills complete than to spend the same amount of time on several 
terraces. The top terrace should be completed first and each suc-
cessive terrace completed before the next terrace below is started. 
CROSS-SECTION FOR FINISHED TERRACES 
Fig. 17.-Terrace cross section for different slO'pes. N'ote the narrower terrace 
necessary on the steeper slopes. 
It may be found necessary to construct terraces under some con-
ditions to half or more effective height and wait for a gentle rain 
to settle them or to soften the ground before they can be completed. 
Terraces constructed with large oval ridges and broad channels do 
not require maintenance or rebuilding every few years. A layer of 
good productive soil will soon accumulate in the channel if frequent 
rebuilding is not required. 
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TABLE 3.-GUIDE FOR TERRACE DIMENSIONS. 
Minimum Ridge Bottom Acres Acres! Surface 
% Ridge Width Width Above Mi. of Disturbed 
Slope Height* of Terrace! Terrace 
Channel 100' Directly Ft. 
Inches Feet Feet Protected Width Percent 
1 18 24 6 .30 15.8 40 31 
2 18 24 6 .. 24 12.7 37 35 
" 
18 22 5 .21 11.1 37 40 
4 18 22 5 .19 10.0 36 43 
5 18 20 5 .18 9.5 36 45 
6 18 20 5 .17 9.0 36 49 
7 18 18 4 .16 8.5 35 50 
8 18 18 4 .15 7.9 35 53 
9 18 16 4 .14 7.6 35 56 
10 18 16 4 .14 7.2 32 53 
11 18 12 3 .13 6.9 30 53 
12 18 12 3 .12 6.3 38 52 
15 20 10 2 .12 6.3 24 44 
20 20 10 2 .12 6.3 24 44 
All terraces are to be constructed to a uniform minimum unsettled height of 18 
in. above the channel except terraces built on slopes above 14% whit'll are to have a 
minimum unsettled height of 20 in. when the length of terrace exceeds 1200 ft. 
'I'he ridge width may be reduced 20% in areas where soil is scarce, but ridge height 
shonld remuin the same. 
"Minimum ridge height ahoyc channel at paint of measurement. Ridge is to llc 
lI"ell paclw<l. 
Checking Terraces to Precision Needed for Practical Results.-
It is important to check every terrace for grade and effective height 
as construction is completed. Extra work with the terracing machine 
or scraper can often be saved by checking the terrace for grade soon 
after construction is begun. The check for effective height does not 
seem to be well understood in general, and is seldom made, yet one 
can not be assured of the successful operation of the terrace with-
out it. A check for other specifications is not as important and is 
more easily done. See Figure 17 for width and shape of ridge, chan-
nel, etc. 
It is convenient to start checking at the upper end of the terrace. 
A reading may be taken in the channel, taking care to avoid setting 
the rod in any small pocket that will be of no consequence. A read-
ing should then be taken on any low point in the ridge, either di-
rectly opposite the channel reading or up the terrace from it (against 
the direction of flow in the terrace.) Subtract the reading on the 
ridge from the one taken in the channel to get the effective height 
(depth at which water will flow in the terrace before overtopping.) 
This should be 18 inches at least after the point on the ridge is well 
packed by trampling. Move down the terrace channel to what is 
believed to be a high place in the channel and take the next reading. 
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If no easily detected high places are present, readings may be taken 
every 150-200 feet. · Since one is traveling in the direction of flow 
if the target is raised at each reading in the channel, the water will 
drain out. If the target must be lowered, the point is higher than 
the channel at a previous reading and the depth of water standing 
in the channel will be the difference in the two channel readings. 
The effective height check is important to the success of the project 
since it determines where additional work is required to prevent ter-
race breaks. For example see Fig. 18. A reading is taken on a raised 
place in the channel and the rod reads 4 feet 6 inches. A reading is 
, Direction of water flow r Botlom of channel. 
= 
_. __ . __ . 
=---=--7o;;~CT GRADELINE .FOR TOP OF RIDGE 
__ --CORRECT GRADELINE FOR BOTTOM OF CHANNEL 
J)'ig. lS.-Checking for effective height of terrace. Note that even though the top 
of the terrace ridge is at least IS in. above the tt'rrace channel at any point along 
the terrace, it will carry a llow of water only 10 in. deep and therefore will have 
effective ullsettled height of only 10 in. 
taken on the ridge directly opposite and reads 3 feet which gives the 
height of ridge above the channel as 18 inches (4 ft. (:; in. - 3 ft. 0 in. 
= 1 ft. 6 in.). A ridge reading up the terrace (against the direction of 
water flow) gives 3 ft. 8 in. The effective height of the terrace 
is then no more than (4 ft. 6 in. - 3 ft. 8 in. = 10 in.) 10 inches 
even though the ridge is 18 inches or more above the channel directly 
opposite any given point. In this case the high point should be 
removed from the channel and placed in the low place on the ridge. 
It is not necessary that the grade in the terrace channel check 
to the same grade the terrace is surveyed· to. It is important, how-
ever, that the high places be removed for the reason pointed out 
above. The low places in the channel may be neglected in soil where 
water will soak in readily. On soils which pond badly, the low places 
should be dragged in or backfilled by the terracing machine and the 
high places cut out. There should be no place save a short distance 
where gullies are crossed, that water will stand over 2 inches deep. 
Such slight depressions soon work full of soil and eliminate the wet 
area. If the terrace checks level for a short distance, then has a 
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sli ghtly L'xceSSIVC grad e illr a di sr:lI1 ce and again kve ls off, furrh er 
effons ro Cll t it to till' gra ck laid out ",i ll probab ly not be worth 
1,'Ig' . 11) , Brolld 1'lIl1nOl\ ! HIl(I 111'011<1 g'1'Il U {> rill g-c ffll'lII li a ll IlIt 'lI l I l' !' I' !t ('(', Nt'wly 
!'41 I1 Stl'II I'I I 'd tcrntc(\ i ll H UO II I' ( 'l lIllIl y 1fJ :~7. A pproxl lllll tely U'/o Hlo l)l', 
th e crrort. After t he chann el is thi s we ll graded it will sta bilize it-
se lf wil h good rcs lIir s. Wherl' a dit ch is crossed, th e dam shuu ld be 
()v ,rfi ll ed aboLi t 25';;, to allow for add itiona l sct tling. Fills urved 
lip strcalll ill th gull y sav' in :Im () un t of anh n('cd d for the fill, 
reelu ce the size of pond above ;Ind /l1 ;lk e a ge nLie curve with th e rest 
of t he t errace. 
CUSTOM OR CONTRACT TERRACING 
The ontr<l ct method of t rracing is rapidly ga ining pupularity 
in I\ Ji sso liri . Terrac ing work in Coop I' co unty is keeping three custom 
machin es bu sy. Sev ra l a th er counti s kept on <lnd sometimes two 
cusrom ma hin es busy during the pas t yea r, in Hldilion to small pri-
vate ma chin es. A range of from $100 to $150 per mile is t he pr ice 
charg d for constructi on on fi Ids not too bad ly eroded . 
SOME OF T il E D I SA IJ VANTA(;ES O F THE CONTRACT MET HOD OF 
CONSTR UCTING TERRA ES 
1. R equires a rea dy cash ex pendi t ure by th e farmer. 
2. T erracin g program may move so rapidl y on the farm thOit 
most economi ca l or sa ti sfactory terrace ou tlet program may 
not be fo llowed . 
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3. In new terracing communities farmers often do not get a chance 
to become accustomed to a few terraces before the whole field 
is terraced because the contractor usually objects to small and 
scattered jobs. 
4. Contractors must build their future business on doing good 
work, but this does not always provide sufficient protection for 
the landowner. Sometimes a field is called complete and left 
before the terraces are to minimum specifications. If needed, 
an impartial party such as the county extension agent or one 
of the county's trained leaders may check the terraces for 
specifications and uniformity of construction. 
SOME OF THE ADVANTAGES OF CONTRACT TERRACING 
1. Fields are terraced rapidly and without keeping the landowner 
from his regular farming operations. 
2. Work is done by experienced men and usually results in a much 
better job than if done by inexperienced individuals. 
3. Terrace outlets may be constructed through contract by men 
with more experience. 
4. By terracing the farm more rapidly soil losses from cultivated 
fields are checked, resulting in a saving through additional 
soil and plant nutrients conserved. 
5. By the use of efficient dirt moving machinery, an experienced 
contractor can usually construct good terraces much cheaper 
than the farmer can do the same work when all of the farmer's 
expenses for the job are figured. 
If terraces are constructed by contract the contractor should be 
held responsible for proper specifications in all of the terraces ex-
cept where a gully is crossed. He is here responsible only when he 
contracts for the job of making the fills. Caring for the terrace out-
let, completing the terrace construction by making the fills, finishing 
the extreme outlet end of the terraces and damming the upper ends 
are responsibilities the land owner usually assumes. 
CULTURAL TREATMENT TO COMPLETE THE NEWLY 
CONSTRUCTED TERRACE 
After construction and checking are completed, the terrace chan-
nel and the area where soil is removed just below the terrace ridge 
should be manured or fertilized and then plowed deeply. This will 
permit a reasonably good crop in these areas the first season after 
construction. Without this treatment, several years may be required 
for the area to reach equal productivity with the rest of the field. In 
dry years a better crop may be expected in the terrace channel than 
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betwccn tcrr;lccs. Th l: terra Cl: ridge cO lI si~[el1[ l y prodllccs th e hest 
crop ill t hl: field without treatment . 
Terr:lces should il l: snwot hl: c! up <lnd \\" hl'n possihiL· seeded to gr:lss 
or small g ra in to ;dlow them ro sert lc hdore hl:ing Llrill ed to row 
crops. I lowevl: r, rhi s should Iwr prevcnt (lil e from tcrr:ll:illg <I II L· ld 
that is to he f;lrm C'd Lo :\ row crop lltL' cOinin g VL'a!". ThL' so il s<lvcd 
will Llr ove rsh;] dow Lh e c! :Il11 :lge done to the new tL·ITaces. C lllri v:l-
t ion wit h terr;lccs he lps wi dcli ;Ind sinoot it t it l' ridgl' 1lt:lkIl1 ).!. it SOI11l:-
whar morc CO IlI 'L' lli cll[ to USL' h:ly ronls ()\ ' LT rhL'lll , 
MAINTENANCE OF TERRACES 
SCVL'J": ti )'L": lrs or cX jl L' ri L' ll cL' ;IL th L' Hetlt :III I' 1':x jlnilllL' IH St:llioll 
ind iC: lt L's lit ;lt ir tcrra cs ;lrL' projll'l"h' 1:lid OUI, cO ll slru Lt('1i :llld clln-
lour rarm ed to a 3 or -~-y c: lr ror :ltion, tltne \l'i ll hl' lilrk IIr 11 0 CC1SL 
of l11 a illt cll<lIl Cl:. Th l: dll:ctivL' hL' ighr is m:lilll :lin cd or ( ' \ ' ( ' 11 ill L'rl';ISL,d 
hy h;lck furro win g Oil t hL' Icrra Cl' rid ge \l' hl' ll till' lil,l d is ploll'cd , 
"'jg-. :!O.- "'I','rH cf"R un' lia ck f iliTO Wl'd 0 11 thi' I'id g't' I .. IIIU i lllllili " ITt'l, th'" I II \ i ~ !JI . 'I' li l' 
c lilin' 11 "l d i ii plowe d. 011 111 (' ('O lltOtll' . j ' lowill g' (I t'P I' ill lilt' tt.'I'I'H t'(' (·ltalllll'l . J ~h- tllrc II ~' 
cO lirlcl:lY of tile So il Cun~c J'\,lItioli ~(.' I·\' it'c. 
This offsets any lowering of the ridge ca used by contour tillage op-
era tions. See Extension Ci rcular 365 for detai ls on contou r farilling 
terraced land. One method recommend ed is to plant on th e terra ce 
ridg and pa ra ll I to it to th e nex t terrace b low, ending any point 
rows in the channe l of the terrace below. 
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Some of the advantages of contouring, stated briefly, are: con-
served moisture, reduced soil movement, and a saving of power by 
operating on the level. By a method of strict contouring of row 
crops, the terraces are not crossed except at the end of the field. This 
results in no regular maintenance being required . 
Timely repair of terraces must be made when the need for the re-
pair arises. Need for repairs may be caused by hauling a heavy 
load over soft terraces, burrowing by small animals, occasionally a dry 
weather crack washing out, overtopping caused by dams of snow or 
ice in the channel, etc. Only a few minutes may be required, but 
such repairs are necessary to avoid larger repairs. A terrace system, 
including the outlet, may be well and inexpensively maintained by 
keeping this thought foremost. 
TERRACES 'FOR ORCHARD LAND 
Terraces are often badly needed in a young orchard because of 
the cultivation practices carried on to promote favorable growth con-
ditions for the trees. Terraces are used in orchards, also, to conserve 
moisture. 
It is much easier to terrace an orchard before it is set out although 
some old orchards have been terraced by removing a few trees that 
fall in the terrace line. When a future orchard is to be terraced, 
it may be terraced in the usual manner and trees planted on the 
contour. One method is to plant a row of trees on or just below 
the terrace ridge and as many rows between as will be required. 
If the ground is not steep, but is irregular, short or point rows of 
trees may be required with this method of planting. If it is felt 
that this would be a serious objection, a gently rolling field may be 
planted in straight rows over the terraces as though no terraces were 
present. Increased maintenance of the terraces under these condi-
tions can be expected. 
Terraces placed on rather uniformly steep slopes will not vary great-
ly in horizontal distance from each other at anyone point. Verti-
cal spacing can be varied so that for the width of planting desired 
there would be one row on the terraces and one between. For instance, 
terraces could be given a 40-foot horizontal spacing on the uniformly 
steep slope and not vary greatly from this, allowing two rows of 
close gr'owing trees to be planted 20 feet apart or one row of trees 
placed on 4O-foot spacing. 
Some orchardists prefer to have a terrace for each row of trees 
and have the trees planted on the terrace ridge. Other orchardists 
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prefer a terrace to every row of trees, but desire to have the row of 
trees just between the terraces, allowing a level place in the terrace 
channel from which to operate their spray machinery. 
If the width of two rows greatly exceeds the normal spacing of 
terraces on that particular slope, much better results will be secured 
by placing the terraces somewhat closer than recommended for field 
crops and close enough to allow one terrace to each row of trees. 
Level Terraces.-A level terrace with ends closed is not recom-
mended for general use as most soils in Missouri are too tight to 
allow rapid infiltration. Level terraces with open ends on extremely 
porous soil, such as river bluff soils, give good results because the 
trees are not planted in the channel and drowning of crops in the 
channel is unimportant. However, a level terrace requires more ef-
fective height or a closer spacing than normal if the same safety factor 
is desire·d as on the graded one, even though the ends of the terrace 
are left open. 
Graded Terraces.-A terrace with a slight grade is recommended 
for general use on tight soils. On this type of soil the main function 
of the terrace is to conserve soil and to a lesser extent to conserve 
moisture. Conserving soil conserves plant nutrients and also con-
serves more moisture even on soils having the most impervious of sub-
soils. Anything which reduces the soil loss will conserve moisture 
indirectly. A thick layer of topsoil will soak up and hold more 
moisture. It may be compared to a sponge, the thick sponge of a given 
square area will soak up more water than a thin one of the same 
square area. 
Terracing to Irrigate.-Sometimes very rough land of a type 
suited for orcharding may be cleared of sprouts and timber, then 
terraced and planted to an orchard, resulting in successful growth 
of the orchard. An orchard at the Stark Nurseries, Louisiana, Mis-
souri, is one such example. Terraces were built almost level and 
the trees planted on the terrace ridge. The level terrace held water 
until it soaked into the. ground and the tree roots were close to bene-
fit from the water saved. Although the slope is approvimately 30 
per cent and the bluff somewhat rocky, the trees did not fail to bear 
a good crop every year during the drouth. It was reported that 
other orchards in the vicinity which were on similar slopes, but were 
unterraced, had the experience of poor or no crops and severe tree 
loss. 
Not enough work has been done on the irrigating practice of ter-
racing orchard land in Missouri to warrant any specific recommenda-
tions to date. 
-1-+ I\ II SS IJURI !\CR I CU I.T U RAI. E X PERIME NT S T A TI ()N 
TERACING PASTURE LAND 
T e rra ces are o f te ll found cx tremcl y bcnefi c ia l w hl' ll attelllpting to 
l'st<lh li s h :1 p:lst ure, p ;lrti c ularl y on badly e rod ed la nd . Th cy :1I'l: 
a lso v<l luahle ro co nserve so il a nd moi sture \\·hl·11 used on pa st ures 
lh ;t1 ;II'C c lose ly g ra ze d. Il owevL'l', th e m ai n Iw ndit s to be dl'l'i ve d frolll 
t e rra ces (In cS lahli sh l'd p;ls ture lanel , w he n g ra z in g is contro lJc.d, is to 
preve nt g ull v in g :Inll to co nse rve so m e Illoist ure. /\ s h :ls hel' n sho\\'n , 
s heet e rosion is CUl lO :t Illinilllul1l o n heav il y sodd ed p:I Slllrcs. 
Pa s ture I:II HI is l l' IT: lced on sO lll e \';Irlll s wit h s ma lIn t L' ITa ct'S t11 :111 
rllOSl' r l'g uLlr\\- used fo r c ulti "; I! ('d hl' ld s. v\ ' he l1 s lll :dk'l' t c rr :IL'l'S 
Fi ~ . :2 1 .-'I'ld ~ It' l'I'lIt'j l ol/tho! wi ll l'i t ' I'\'P to 1':/ I' l'Y lilt' w at, ,1' fl'Hl1I lil t, I wo IId.lt ~ ilJill ~ 
nt , ld s \\hit- Ii lIH 'lIl1 :-: Ih ll l Iii . , Hili ," phll '( ' 1'1111ifl'!" wlIt!']' w ill t' :-i ('apt' 1'1'0111 t' itlll ' l' ( I e [il L'S I ' 
lit·]d :-: i :-: Ilit'lIl l ;.: l , I h .· 1'1'111 1'1'11' 41 utlll l' l s il o\\' 11. 
a rc used , a c lose r s pac in g (' 2 to ~ :I regular s pZl c in g) is l'Cco llll1l end ed . 
Thi s is :1 I1lll ch sa fe r pra c li ce a nd l1lu c h m o re effici ent than placin g 
t erra ces in a so-ca ll ed pe rman ent pas ture at twi ce th e reco llllll end ed 
spa c in g as is som e tim es don e . Even th e s ill a ll close ly spa ced t e rr aces 
ca n not be recomm end ed for ge n era l p as ture usc. P e rm a nent pa s-
tures are o ft en farme I for two or more yea rs t o control weed s, 
di seases, insects, e tc. , a nd m ay b e put into rotat ion fo r seve ra l y ea rs. 
Small t err aces eve n t hough so m ewhat c lose r toge t he r are li ke ly to 
practica lly disappear und e r c ultivat io n, fa il to ca rry h ard ra lllS, 
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and be considered a failure. The standard type terrace IS therefore 
recommended for general use in pasture land. 
SUMMARY 
1. Soil losses are heavy enough that even with the best of crop 
rotations, the valuable part of the farm is being washed away many 
times faster than it is being formed . 
2. Terraces are recommended with a good crop rotation, soil 
treatment, and proper land use. When used in this way the combi-
nation of methods can be expected to prevent at least 92% of the 
soil losses on medium to long slopes as compared with good rotations 
and soil treatment without terraces. Terraces cut soil losses to a 
point where the soil fertility level can be maintained indefinitely by 
good practical methods of farming. 
3. Several dollars' worth of plant nutrients per acre are washed 
from unterraced, cultivated fields each year. The annual loss of 
the cul.tivated field, if replaced by commercial fertilizers, will be 
more than the cost of terracing the field . This loss comes from the 
capital stock of the farm, reducing yields and net income of the 
farm. Terraces increase the immediate as well as the long time earn-
ing power of the farm. 
4. Moisture is conserved by the use of terraces; directly by greater 
absorption, indirectly by retaining a thicker layer of top soil, and 
by not allowing the water to run off at a high velocity, thereby giving 
more time for penetration. 
5. Terrace costs on not too severely eroded land are seldom greater 
than four plowings of the same land. To use the terracer more and 
the plow less, might be a good philosophy to use on upland Missouri 
soils. 
6. Definite cash returns are received from terraces in increased 
crop yields each year. 
7. Consider the whole farm or any field that might later be worked 
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into the same system when planning a terrace system for one field. 
Do not do an independent patch job on each field terraced on the farm. 
8. Provide for practical and effective control of terrace outlets. 
Do not use roadside ditches. See Missouri Extension Circular 355, 
"Terrace Outlets for Missouri." 
9. Be sure that no water from a field above drains on to the field 
to be terraced . 
10. The first terrace is very important. Place it well toward the 
top of the slope. If it is only a few rods long, it need not be big, 
but the flow of water should be broken. Terraces protect the land 
below, but not above, from sheet wash. Space the top terrace from 
a high point as recommended in Table 1 and modify it according to 
any apparent washes above. 
11. Space and grade the terraces according to Tables 1 and 2. 
12. Study illustrations and practice with the instruments until 
you have a mental vision of what is being done in the different steps 
of findi~g high point, percentage of slope, figuring vertical interval, 
locating terrace, and grading it. 
13. Check your lines , and do not hesitate to move terrace if better 
spacing is secured by so doing. Check spacing at different points by 
horizontal distance column, Table 1. 
14. Unless you are sure of your grades check them before starting 
construction. 
15. Check grades after and during construction. Check effective 
height of terrace and weak places. 
16. Follow general stake line as closely as possible. Deviate only 
a few inches vertically if necessary to eliminate kink in line. Special 
study should be made of any greater deviations. 
17. Make fills curving up grade where ditches are crossed and al-
low for settling of 20-25%. 
18. Manure or fertilize terrace channel and plow deep to Improve 
yield for first year where top soil has been removed. 
19. Contour terraced fields to prevent tearing down terraces, and 
to assist in saving soil and moisture. This will result in increased 
yields. Regular maintenance may be prevented by proper contouring 
methods. 
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20. Make timely repairs of terraces and outlet. 
21. There is a place for terraces in many Missouri orchards to save 
soil and · moisture. Trees may be planted on contour especially on 
steep land and they may be placed either on or between terrace ridges. 
22. Closely grazed or badly eroded pastures may be greatly bene-
fited by terraces. 
23. Terracing on pasture land is not ordinarily recommended 
until crop land is terraced. 
24. Terraces pay highest dividends on investment when placed 
in good fields first and used with proper cropping plan and soil man-
agement for those fields. 
